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Harriet Tubman

Let's get in the TUB-MAN cause HARRIET helped to wipe the slate clean...
Reign Like a King
So that in your life you could reign like a king.

Wakanda Forever!
Colin Powell

Time to get out of the tub, let's grab the POWELL, oops! I mean towel...
Lead Like a General

Cause COLIN taught you how to lead like a general, strong, tall and proud.
Michael Jordan

Pick your dirty clothes up off the floor, throw them in your basketball hamper. Don’t forget to score...
Shoot for the Stars

Wave like the River JORDAN, float like the “AIR”, cause MICHAEL taught you how to shoot for the stars, everyday—everywhere.
Oprah Winfrey

Put on your pajamas...
Brush your teeth...
Let your cares flow like the WIN-FREY cause OPRAH taught you how to CELEBRATE LIFE, how to celebrate YOU, celebrate ME.

Celebrate Life, You and Me!
Louis Armstrong

Hold your hands to the sky when you say your prayers, it will make your ARMSTRONG...
Show You Care

It will show you care for the wonderful world LOUIS sang about out there.
Rosa Parks

Jump into bed, get tucked in, let the wonderful peace of nighttime begin...
Smell the Rosa's

As your thoughts stroll through the PARKS, remember to stop and smell the ROSA'S, even in the dark.
Langston Hughes

As you close your eyes and you shut them tight, let the HUGHES of the moon serve as your nightlight, cause LANGSTON gave us words that still ring through the night.

Let The Moon Serve As Your Nightlight!
Tiger Woods

If on some nights your dreams take you to the WOODS, face them like a TIGER, do what a good conductor should...
Face Them Like A Tiger

Find your way through the forest, do it with might, then show other's a way that reveals freedom's light.
Good night my love, I wish for you sweet dreams that ride on the words of DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING... “I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their character.”

**Sweet Dreams!**
Sojourner Truth

As SOJOURNER'S mom said...
Let The Stars Hold Your Dreams

“Let the stars hold your dreams each and every night.”
When you wake in the morning let the TRUTH come to light.
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